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I. Answer the following questions.

Roll No.

(5 x 2 = 10)

1) What is meant by condensation ?

2) What is loamy soil ?

3) What is evaporation ?

4) What is meant by soil erosion ?

5) Mention the factors that influence weather.

II. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.

(4 x 1 = 4)

1) Land gets .................................................................... faster than water.
2) Protection of the soil is called .....................................................

✁

3) Evaporation is faster on .................................................................. day.
4) Soil is considered as our .........................................................................
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III. Choose the correct answer and write the letter of the correct answer
in the box.

(4 x 1 = 4)

1) Plants grow well in
A) loamy soil

B) clayey soil

C) sandy soil

2) The water vapour condenses on the dust particles to form
A) dew

B) hail

C) fog

3) Some animals in polar region go into deep sleep. It is called
A) hibernation

B) evaporation

C) condensation

B) silt

C) sand, clay and humus

4) Loamy soil contains
A) rocks

IV. Write True or False for the following.

(3 x 1 = 3)

1) Sand retains more water.
2) Soil covered by the grass is not easily eroded.
3) When it is cold, water evaporates quickly.
V. Match the following.
1) Polar bears

2) condensation

(4 x 1 = 4)

a) woollen clothes

b) hibernation

3) snow is like

c) pieces of cotton

4) Winter

d) changing of water vapour into water
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